Introduction {#S0001}
============

The first mention of hydrogels appeared in the literature at the beginning of the 19th century; they have been described as colloidal gels derived from inorganic salts. In the 1960s, Wichterle and Lim obtained a synthetic hydrogel system for biomedical applications.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0005] Currently, hydrogels are defined as three-dimensional, cross-linked polymer systems capable of absorbing significant amounts of water or body fluids while maintaining integrity.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0006] In an aqueous environment, they form three-dimensional, cross-linked structures due to the intermolecular interactions or chemical bonds between the chains of the hydrogel-forming polymer. An important role is played by hydrophilic functional groups, such as hydroxyl, amino or carboxyl, capable of ionizing in an aqueous environment. Hydrogel systems usually have a soft and elastic consistency. They possess the ability to absorb large amounts of water, small-size hydrophilic molecules and nutrients or metabolites, which makes them useful carriers in tissue engineering and DDSs.[@CIT0004][@CIT0007]--[@CIT0009]

Hydrogels sensitive to environmental stimuli are also called "smart hydrogels". The first system of this type was based on poly(acrylic acid) (PAAc), which altered its structural properties with pH changes.[@CIT0004] The use of stimuli-responsive hydrogels brings many possibilities, that is why they have been extensively studied in recent years. Among other advantages, it is possible to develop injectable hydrogels, where the sol--gel transition occurs at the site of administration. The use of injectable hydrogel-based DDSs shortens the duration of treatment, reduces the risk of infection of the implanted site, prevents scarring and raising the patient's compliance. In addition, work is ongoing to obtain innovative hydrogel matrices that release biologically active substances such as anticancer drugs, genes or insulin in a controlled manner.[@CIT0005] The most interesting are undoubtedly hydrogels characterized by biocompatibility, biodegradability and sensitivity to environmental stimuli, such as temperature, pH, magnetic field, light or biological factors.[@CIT0009],[@CIT0010]

The main problem that occurs in chemotherapy is the high toxicity of antitumor drugs. Typical methods of treatment with an anticancer drug solution administered intravenously are connected with severe side effects, which often prevents the use of appropriately high doses that could provide effective therapy. Antitumor drugs are especially toxic to cells that rapidly divide or take part in the metabolism and excretion of drugs, which results in their high toxicity to the liver, kidneys or hematopoietic system.[@CIT0011] Adverse effects associated with anticancer therapy can be significantly reduced when the drug distribution is limited to cancerous tissue. Targeted pharmacotherapy would allow high concentrations of the active drug only in this tissue, increasing the effectiveness of treatment and reducing systemic side effects to a minimum.

In recent years, many scientists have been researching new forms of drug delivery that would enable targeted therapy. One of the interesting solutions is undoubtedly the use of polymers, both in the design of prodrugs based on currently available cytostatics,[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] and the development of therapeutic systems with a favorable release profile, controlled by external stimuli, such as smart hydrogels.

Although natural polymers, such as chitosan, dextran, cellulose and their chemical modification products are useful in smart hydrogels technology, they have some disadvantages. These systems are problematic when it comes to mechanical properties, maintaining the consistency is also difficult. Additionally, they need considerable chemical modification to overcome these problems and they are hard to process.[@CIT0014] The alternative to natural or chemically modified natural hydrogels seems to be biodegradable synthetic polymers, such as polyesters and poly(organophosphazenes) (POPs), which combine preferable properties and biosafety. Synthetic biodegradable polyesters are considered the most commercially competitive polymers for medical applications. They are also biocompatible and are used for the manufacturing of different medical devices, such as bone fixation devices, controlled drug delivery vehicles, implants, screws, stent, sutures, plate and materials for tissue engineering.

In this paper, the challenges and future research scope in the field of smart hydrogel DDSs are presented. The basic knowledge and chemical strategies for synthetic, smart hydrogel DDSs in antitumor therapy are also described. We trust that this review will be widely useful for the researchers and technologists who have been seeking for new directions with this kind of biomaterials.

Classification of Hydrogels {#S0002}
===========================

Hydrogels can be classified by various criteria. According to the used substrates and kind of polymerization processes, it is possible to distinguish homo- and copolymer or multipolymer systems. Homopolymer hydrogels are formed from one type of monomer, copolymeric systems are based on two types of monomers, while in the case of three or more different monomers, multipolymers are mentioned. Depending on the crystallographic properties, hydrogel systems may be crystalline, semi-crystalline or amorphous; their spatial structure may be based on hydrogen bonds, hydrocolloid aggregates or super-particles.[@CIT0006][@CIT0015]--[@CIT0019]

Considering the charge of hydrogel-forming macromolecules; anionic, cationic, ampholytic or neutral systems are distinguished. Cationic hydrogels contain in their structure positively ionized moieties, anionic systems comprise negatively charged groups, and ampholytic groups -- both types of the moieties. Depending on the mechanical properties, hydrogels may be affine or phantom.[@CIT0006]

Hydrogel systems can also be divided depending on the particle size; here stands out macroscopic systems, micro- and nanogels. In contrast to classic hydrogels, micro- and nanogels are characterized by a size of particles much smaller than the internal diameter of injection needles, which is beneficial in the case of systems administered by injection.[@CIT0006] In addition, the smaller size means a larger area available for interactions with biological agents and improving the permeability from the hydrogel. Microgels of size less than 5 μm can be used for oral or inhaled administration, while nanogels can be injected intravenously. Nanogels are characterized by biocompatibility and good ability to absorb various types of molecules, which makes them a very interesting solution in the field of nanomedicine.[@CIT0006][@CIT0020]--[@CIT0022]

One of the important stages in the synthesis of hydrogels is crosslinking, creating connections between macromolecules included in the final product. At this stage, hydrogels are classified into chemical and physical hydrogels. The first group contains macromolecules which are binded by chemical covalent bonds. On the other hand, in physically crosslinked systems the key role is played by hydrogen bonds or intermolecular interactions.[@CIT0004]--[@CIT0006] The crosslinking process is responsible for creating a three-dimensional structure of the hydrogel, which determines its properties, including high water absorption capacity.

The mechanism of physical crosslinking is based on hydrophobic and/or ionic or crystallization interactions. In this case, the sol--gel transition is a reversible process, there are no chemical reactions that could lead to degradation of active substance incorporated in DDSs or cells in tissue engineering. In addition, the preparation of physically cross-linked hydrogels does not require a crosslinking agent, which is important in the context of the toxicity of the system.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0009] Up to date, many methods of physical crosslinking have been described, such as heating or cooling a solution of polymers, addition of electrolytes, formation of hydrogen bonds, formation of coacervates or alternating freezing and thawing of the solution.[@CIT0006]

Chemical hydrogels have slightly different properties -- they are physiologically resistant and have better mechanical properties. Generally, chemical crosslinking takes place by forming covalent bonds between individual polymer chains or low-molecular-weight monomers. In the latter example, crosslinking agent is added to monomer mixture and acts as a trigger for polymerization. The chemical crosslinking takes place under the influence of radical polymerization, chemical reaction, UV radiation or enzymatic activity, mainly transglutaminases or horseradish peroxidase.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0009]

Physical and chemical crosslinking mechanisms are summarized in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Physical and Chemical Crosslinking MechanismsPhysical CrosslinkingChemical CrosslinkingMechanismRef.MechanismRef.Heating or cooling polymer solution\[[@CIT0023]\]PhotocrosslinkingPhotocrosslinker activated by photoirradiation forms free radicals able to create covalent bonds between polymer chains\[[@CIT0024]\]Ionic interaction\[[@CIT0025]\]Michael-type additionReaction between nucleophilic groups (amino or thio) with aldehydes or ketones\[[@CIT0026]\]Complex coacervation\[[@CIT0027]\]Thiol exchange/disulfide crosslinkingCreating disulfides by reaction between thiol groups\[[@CIT0028]\]Hydrogen bonding\[[@CIT0029]\]Schiff-base crosslinkingReaction between amine and aldehyde groups\[[@CIT0030]\]Maturation and aggregation\[[@CIT0031]\]Click chemistry reactionsAlkyne-azide reactionsAddition reaction between azide and alkyne\[[@CIT0032]\]Freeze-thaw cycles\[[@CIT0033]\]Diels-Alder reactionCycloaddition of substituted alkene to conjugated diene\[[@CIT0034]\]Thiol-ene additionAddition of thiol to substituted alkene\[[@CIT0035]\]

It turns out that the production of hydrogels sensitive to external stimuli is possible both through the use of physical and chemical crosslinking,[@CIT0002],[@CIT0004],[@CIT0036],[@CIT0037] although, due to the reversibility of processes and the more dynamic nature of physical hydrogels, they are more widely studied in the context of these systems.[@CIT0004] In comparison with classical hydrogels, systems reacting to the stimuli of the environment are characterized by better properties in terms of their use in the innovative therapeutic systems or tissue engineering.

Stimuli-Responsive Hydrogels {#S0003}
============================

Concerning standard hydrogel therapeutic systems, the release of the active substance occurs through shrinking or swelling of the material, diffusion and matrix decomposition.[@CIT0038] If the matrix has the ability to change its properties under the influence of environmental factors, such as temperature, pH or magnetic field, it is referred to as a stimuli-responsive hydrogel. Under the influence of these factors, such parameters as the ability to absorb water or physiological liquid, the shape of the matrix or solubility change, the sol/gel phase transition may also occur. The active control of the release kinetics of the pharmacological substance or gel formation at the site of administration is enabled by manipulation of the environmental factors or conditions prevailing at the site of administration.[@CIT0005]

Thermoresponsive Hydrogels {#S0003-S2001}
--------------------------

Among the hydrogel systems sensitive to stimuli, thermoresponsive hydrogels are the most extensively studied.[@CIT0004] Polymer matrices forming such systems contain in their structure both, hydrophilic and hydrophobic fragments; their properties mostly depend on the hydrophobic/hydrophilic ratio. In response to temperature changes, the matrix changes its volume due to swelling or shrinking; there may be changes in the solubility of the polymer, conformation and phase transition.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0006]

Depending on the properties, thermosensitive matrices are divided into systems showing lower critical solution temperature (LCST) or upper critical solution temperature (UCST). In the case of LCST hydrogels, the dependence of the solubility of polymers on the temperature is non-linear and decreases with temperature increase. At LCST, the solubility drops dramatically and the system changes from sol into a gel. The mechanism of the aforementioned transition is connected with the change of interactions between individual polymer chains and between the polymer and the surrounding molecules. When the temperature is lower than the LCST, the hydrophilic moieties of the polymer chains form hydrogen bonds with hydrophilic molecules located in their environment, and the hydrogel has a high solubility. As the temperature increases, the hydrogen bonds weaken, while the interactions between the hydrophobic elements of the polymer chains become stronger. As a result of this phenomenon, the solubility of the polymer decreases dramatically, and shrinkage of the matrix or phase transition may occur.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0006] This process has been presented in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 1Phase transition mechanism of thermoresponsive hydrogels.

Phase transition at LCST in thermodynamic terms is associated with the predominant proportion of the entropy contribution, compared to the enthalpy contribution. The sol--gel transition process is characterized by the increase in enthalpy (ΔH \> 0), associated with the endothermic cleavage of polymer-water molecule hydrogen bonds and the increase in the entropy of the system (ΔS \> 0). When the polymer is solvated, its structure limits the mobility of water molecules, which reduces the entropy of the system, so desolvation leads to entropy increase. When T \< LCST, then ΔH \> TΔS, which results in a positive Gibbs function value (ΔG \> 0), according to the equation ΔG = ΔH - TΔS. When the temperature increase above LCST, then TΔS \> ΔH, ΔG for sol--gel transition becomes negative, and the unsolvated form is thermodynamically preferred in these conditions.[@CIT0039],[@CIT0040]

Besides to LCST hydrogels, UCST systems are also described in the literature. In contrast to LCST, the solubility of the matrix increases with increasing of the temperature, the system shows gel--sol transition. Unfortunately, most solutions of this type have a phase transition temperature below 25°C, which makes them practically useless in the field of biomedical applications.[@CIT0004]

Although LCST can assume values from a wide range, the most important hydrogels for biomedical applications are the systems with LCST close to the physiological temperature, ie, 30°C - 37°C. This allowed to develop an injectable in situ gel-forming systems. The example of phase transition in the appropriate temperature range is presented in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 2The example thermoresponsive hydrogels obtained from poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and cyclic esters.

The suitability of LCST and UCST for medical purposes depends mainly on the molecular weight of the polymers used, as well as on the ability of the polymer chains to form hydrogen bonds.[@CIT0004][@CIT0041]--[@CIT0043]

In addition, there are also hybrid systems exhibiting both LCST and UCST; they are characterized by a certain temperature range in which the matrix remains in the form of a gel. Examples of such hydrogels are systems based on poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG).[@CIT0004],[@CIT0044],[@CIT0045]

The gelation mechanism of amphiphilic macromolecules can be explained in the context of micelle formation. These molecules are able to organize their structure into micelles spontaneously in aqueous media. When the temperature of the polymer solution is below LCST, the micelles are relatively small and their structure is well defined; hydrophobic blocks form the core of the micelle and hydrophilic moieties form the shell. As the temperature rises, the size of the micelles slightly increases, but the solution can flow freely. In some systems, the hydrophobic blocks from the micelles cores can interact with each other and form intermicellar bridges. About LCST, the size of micelles increases significantly, the hydrophobic interactions go stronger and phase transition occurs. Generally, the hydrophobic interactions are the main force responsible for gelation process. When the system temperature achieves UCST, the micellar structure disorganizes and the matrix start to flow.[@CIT0023],[@CIT0046]

Thermoresponsive smart hydrogels are based on synthetic or natural macromolecules. In this paper, we decided to focus on the most common synthetic polymers used in smart hydrogels technology, such as poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm), Pluronics^®^ (poloxamers), polyesters/PEG copolymers and POPs.[@CIT0047],[@CIT0048] These matrices show gel--sol transition at temperatures close to physiological and they are widely investigated as potential DDSs. Examples of polymer backbones of the mentioned hydrogels are presented in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Synthetic Polymers for Thermoresponsivee Hydrogel Drug Delivery SystemsMaterialAbbreviationStructureRef.Poly(N-isopropyloacrylamide)PNIPAAm![](IJN-15-4541-i0001.jpg){#ILF0001}\[[@CIT0049]\]Poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide)PEO-PPO-PEO, poloxamer![](IJN-15-4541-i0002.jpg){#ILF0002}\[[@CIT0050]\]Poly(ε-caprolactone)-poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(ε-caprolactone)PCL-PEG-PCL, PCEC![](IJN-15-4541-i0003.jpg){#ILF0003}\[[@CIT0023]\]Poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether-poly(ε-caprolactone)-poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ethermPEG-PCL-mPEG, PECE![](IJN-15-4541-i0004.jpg){#ILF0004}\[[@CIT0023]\]Poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether-poly(lactic acid-*co*-glycolic acid)-poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ethermPEG-PLGA-mPEG![](IJN-15-4541-i0005.jpg){#ILF0005}\[[@CIT0051]\]Poly(organofosfazene) bearing α-amino-ω-methoxy-PEG and L-isoleucine ethyl ester\[NP(AMPEG350)(IleOEt)\]~n~![](IJN-15-4541-i0006.jpg){#ILF0006}\[[@CIT0052]\]

PNIPAAm is a non-biodegradable synthetic polymer showing LCST phase transition at about 32 °C in pure water, which is important in biomedical applications. It has a soft and flexible coil structure below LCST, that changes when the critical temperature is achieved. The material becomes more hydrophobic, solubility of the material instantly decreases and aggregates are formed. The copolymerization of PNIPAAm with hydrophilic or hydrophobic substrates allows raising or lowering LCST value, respectively. This parameter is also influenced by environmental pH and the presence of salts.[@CIT0047],[@CIT0048],[@CIT0053]

One of the strategies of tumor treatment is embolization. The method involves closing the lumen of a blood vessel supplying blood to the tumor, which leads to starvation. Chen et al[@CIT0054] developed a thermosensitive polymer system based on PNIPAAm to be used as a embolization factor for transcatheter arterial embolization (TAE) in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) therapy. The authors used cellulose nanowhiskers obtained from *Acetobacter xylinum* cellulose grafted by PNIPAAm polymers. The prepared system had appropriate mechanical properties and LCST similar to the temperature of the human body (about 34.6°C). Data obtained from transmission electron microscope (TEM) showed that nanowhiskers were a backbone of the system, surrounded by PNIPAAm aggregates responsible for the phase transition process. Nanowhiskers were subjected to the toxicity tests, and the system was considered to be non-toxic. The developed system seemed to be very promising, but researchers did not perform efficacy tests on an animal model.

Typical application of thermosensitive hydrogels in the context of antitumor therapy is drug delivery. Qiao et al[@CIT0055] developed a system based on micelles made of a PNIPAAm-*b*-poly(L-alanine) block copolymer releasing doxorubicin (DOX). The system had the ability to self-assemble micelles due to the presence of PNIPAAm blocks forming a hydrophilic shell and poly(L-alanine) (P(L-Ala)) blocks forming a hydrophobic core to which lipophilic substances such as anticancer drugs could be incorporated. The system was obtained in the ring-opening polymerization (ROP) process, copolymerizing the amino-terminated PNIPAAm with L-alanine-N-carboxyanhydride (L-Ala-NCA), and then micelles were obtained by dialysis in a DMF/water. The average diameter of the micelles was about 200 nm. PNIPAAm-*b*-P(L-Ala) showed a phase transition in a narrow range of temperatures, with LCST about 30°C, lower than for PNIPAAm-NH~2~, which was related to hydrophobic P(L-Ala) blocks. The obtained system showed DOX loading capacity at the level of 9.6 wt%. The performed DOX kinetic studies revealed that at 25°C (below LCST), 25% DOX was released within 50 h. Therefore, at 37°C, the release of DOX was about 70%. It turned out that the system effectively releases the active substance for 20 h; the release was prolonged and controlled by temperature. The peptide bonds present in the macromolecule could be degraded in a physiological environment, which improved the degradability of the system. However, the presented system is not in situ gel-forming; the LCST of the system is too far from physiological temperature. Thermosensitivity between 25°C and 37°C has no practical application because the physiological temperature is always 37°C or could be locally elevated due to hyperthermia. The reasonable way to improve the applicability of the system is to elevate the LCST above physiological temperature and combine with hyperthermia device. Moreover, the problem is non-biodegradable PNIPAAm blocks as well as not conducted toxicity tests, which should be subjected to further studies.

Ghamkhari et al[@CIT0056] developed intravenous docetaxel (DTX) delivery system based on star-shaped amphiphilic copolymer HAPs-*star*-PCL-*b*-PNIPAAm (HAPs -- hyperbranched aliphatic polyesters) nanomicelles. The authors obtained HAPs and added the PCL segments in the ROP process, yielded HAPs-*star*-PCL. In the next step, the RAFT-derivative (RAFT -- reversible addition--fragmentation chain transfer) was obtained using (4-cyano-4-\[(phenylcarbothioyl) sulfanyl\] pentanoic acid) as the RAFT agent. HAPs-*star*-PCL-RAFT was then copolymerized with N-isopropylacrylamide producing the final product, HAPs-star-PCL-*b*-PNIPAAm. In the next step, nanomicelles containing DTX were prepared by the membrane dialysis method. They showed spherical shape and average diameter of 50 ± 10 nm. The obtained DDS showed LCST about 38 °C--40 °C. Loading content (LC) and encapsulation efficiency (EE) were 9.5% and 95.5%, respectively. Drug release kinetics experiments proved temperature and pH sensitivity of the system. Cumulative release after 222 h (about 9 days) in pH 5.4 and 7.4 was 58.16% and 41.38%, respectively. Interestingly, when the release temperature was elevated to 41 °C, the cumulative release was higher. The initial burst release of DTX was present, but it did not threaten the safety of the therapy. The release rate was prolonged with the kinetics similar to zero-order after initial burst release. Lower pH promoted release, which is beneficial in antitumor therapy, because the tumor is characterized by a reduced pH in relation to physiological values. Nanomicelles were found as biocompatible and showed efficient cellular uptake, so they are very promising as DDSs. Furthermore, due to thermosensitivity of the system, it could be used in combination with magnetic nanoparticles capable of inducing local hyperthermia, which would enhance the effectiveness by the synergy of actions.

Another group of thermoresponsive smart hydrogels are systems based on poloxamers--triblock copolymers of (PEO*-b-*PPO*-b-*PEO). They show LCST similar to physiological when the composition, concentration and molecular weight are appropriate; the LCST value may be controlled by these factors. The central block, PPO is hydrophobic, and the external PEO blocks are hydrophilic, the gelation mechanism is connected with micelles formation above critical micelle concentration (CMC) and critical micelle temperature (CMT). When the temperature is under CMT, all blocks of the copolymer are well hydrated, but when it raises, the solubility decreases and molecules tend to aggregate, which causes micelle formation. Poloxamers are bio-inert; however, they have limited integrity, low viscosity and poor mechanical properties, what is needed to be defeated in biomedical use.[@CIT0048],[@CIT0057]

Shaker et al[@CIT0058] developed tamoxifen (TMC) niosomes embedded in poloxamer in situ gelling hydrogel system, suitable for conducting targeted therapy of breast cancer. Niosomes are spherical bilayer structures, where the hydrophobic layer is sandwiched by two hydrophilic layers.[@CIT0058] They are able to self-assembly, obtained with non-ionic surfactants, and/or membrane stabilizer. Niosomes as novel DDS, have essential advantages, namely proper cellular uptake and drug entrapment, prolonged drug release and good biocompatibility. The authors prepared TMC-loaded niosomes using Span 60 and cholesterol as surfactant and membrane stabilizer, respectively, in a molar ratio of 1:1, according to thin-lipid film hydration technique.[@CIT0058],[@CIT0059] The spherical-shape niosomes (diameter 212 nm) were incorporated into hydrogel obtained from poloxamer 188 (P188) and/or poloxamer 407 (P407). This system provided sustained release of TMC and high tumor concentration. In vitro drug release tests showed initial burst release of TMC in 24 h; in next 6 days the release kinetics was congenial to zero-order kinetics, 30--40% of TMC was released. Antitumor efficiency of the described system was evaluated in in vivo tests using Swiss Albino mice. Data obtained from the experiment showed improved antitumor efficacy when compared to TMC niosomes alone, free TMC and saline. The developed system is very promising; however, the authors suggest that further research is needed to increase the effectiveness of the system, eg by attaching some ligands to niosomes external layer.

One of the interesting methods used in tumor treatment is brachytherapy that employs radiopharmaceutical intratumoral injections. The main advantages of this method are high antitumor efficacies and relatively low side effects, because of limited local delivery of radionuclide. However, one of the problems is leakage of the substance out of the tumour, because of intratumoral pressure, also increased by injection.[@CIT0060]--[@CIT0062] To solve this problem, Zhu et al[@CIT0060] developed an effective ^90^Y delivery system for unresectable HCC treatment, based on block copolymers of Pluronic^®^ F127, poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB), and poly(propylene glycol) (PPG). Because of a high critical gelling concentration of poloxamers, connected with elevated viscosity in liquid state, what is undesirable in case of injectable hydrogels, the hydrophobic modificators were used. The addition of PHB and PPG decreased critical gelation concentration (CGC) providing optimal gelation conditions. The obtained poly(F-127/PHB/PPG urethane) copolymers were characterized by a molecular weight of about 22 kDa with a dispersity index (PDI) of 1.6--1.7. The hydrogels exhibited a gelling temperature close to the physiological temperature at low polymer concentration (about 5--7%) and had low viscosity in the liquid phase. The gelation test carried out in a 50% fetal bovine serum environment in a PBS-buffer solution at 37 °C, showed optimal properties and rapid gel formation. Furthermore, in vivo studies showed that some of the systems provided a long retention time of ^90^Y within the tumor, low viscosity and good injectability. The proposed solution is very promising, but lack of toxicity assay and gelation process inside the needle require further research and refinement.

One of the requirements for polymers used in biomedical applications is biocompatibility and biodegradability. A widely studied group among thermosensitive polymers are diblock, star-shaped and graft copolymers of PEG with cyclic esters. These systems are characterized by biocompatibility, are biodegradable or bioresorbable. To date, many papers have been published PEG/PCL,[@CIT0023],[@CIT0063],[@CIT0079] PEG/polylactide/PCL (PEG/PLA/PCL),[@CIT0080]--[@CIT0083] PLA/PEG[@CIT0084]--[@CIT0089] or PLA/polyglycolide/PCL (PLA/PGA/PCL)[@CIT0051],[@CIT0090]--,[@CIT0097] copolymers to form smart hydrogels. In general, appropriately selecting hydrophilic/hydrophobic ratio, molecular structure, architecture, molecular weight and polymer concentration makes it possible to obtain injectable thermoresponsive smart hydrogel, gel-forming at the site of administration. These systems exhibit an amphiphilic character, in aqueous solutions they possess surfactant properties, which enables solubilization of lipophilic active substances.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0006] Typically, they are obtained by ROP characterized by lower *M*~n~ values (about 2000--6000 Da in general),[@CIT0023],[@CIT0063],[@CIT0065],[@CIT0068]--[@CIT0086][@CIT0088],[@CIT0092],[@CIT0093] when compared to PNIPAAm.[@CIT0055],[@CIT0056],[@CIT0098]--[@CIT0100]

Embelin (2,5-dihydroxy-3-undecyl-1,4-benzoquinone) is a natural substance with antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and anti-cancer properties. It demonstrates the ability to inhibit cell proliferation and has apoptotic properties towards human HCC.[@CIT0101] However, the applicability of embelin is limited due to its lipophilic character and poor solubility in water.[@CIT0101],[@CIT0102] To solve this problem, Peng et al[@CIT0101] developed a thermosensitive hydrogel embelin-delivery system, based on poly(ε-caprolactone-*co*-1,4,8-trioxa\[4.6\]spiro-9-undecanone)--PEG--poly(ε-caprolactone-*co*-1,4,8-trioxa\[4.6\]spiro-9-undecanone) (PECT).[@CIT0076],[@CIT0101] Embelin/PECT system was obtained by dissolution in tetrahydrofuran (THF) and, subsequently, dropwise addition to double-distilled water and 12 h mixing at room temperature. The system showed sol--gel transition in a body temperature. In vitro release study showed prolonged and zero-order release profile up to 3 weeks (57.08% cumulative release after 504 h), after initial burst release in the first 2 days. Biosafety and biocompatibility of PECT matrices and enhanced embelin/PECT hydrogels cytotoxicity (compared to control samples) have been confirmed in cell culture studies. Afterwards, the in vivo studies on BALB/c mice were performed. When subcutaneously injected, the system was stable for 4 weeks, allowing its relevance for prolonged therapy. In vivo studies confirmed increased antitumoral system efficacy and limited systemic toxicity, compared to a control group. It turned out that the proposed embelin/PECT system is very promising for a potential application in human HCC therapy.

One of the potent cytostatic agents is camptothecin (CPT), the topoisomerase I inhibitor. It has strong anticancer properties, but its applicability in therapy is limited due to high toxicity and low water solubility and bioavailability.[@CIT0103] Therefore, numerous attempts are made to use innovative DDSs, which would enable local distribution of drug and solve the problem of low drug bioavailability. Wu et al[@CIT0103] developed a system based on hollow mesoporous silica nanoparticles (HMSNs), filled with CPT and injected intratumor using a thermosensitive hydrogel, made of poly(D,L-lactide)-PEG-poly(D,L-lactide) triblock copolymer, to avoid the breast cancer recurrence. In the first stage of the experiment, HMSNs with core and shell diameters 80 nm and 20 nm, respectively, were obtained and filled with CPT. The obtained EE was found to be 66.04%. Safety, cell uptake and cytotoxicity studies proved that HMSNs-CPT carriers exhibited adequate properties and had undergone further work steps. Subsequently, CPT nanocarriers were mixed with thermosensitive hydrogel, which showed sol--gel transition about 38 °C. The release of CPT from the matrix has been extended; after 15 days, approximately 60% of cumulative release was observed, compared to 100% in control samples. In vitro and in vivo studies have shown the effectiveness of the system obtained, while reducing serious side effects.

Smart hydrogels based on POPs show interesting properties in DDS. First of all, they are biocompatible and biodegradable, have good mechanical properties, and their decomposition products are non-toxic. POPs are hybrid materials; containing organic and inorganic moieties in their structures. Structurally, they are poly(dichlorophosphazene) derivatives, whose chlorine atoms are substituted with alkoxy and/or amino groups. Depending on the substituents, POPs exhibit various properties and finding numerous applications in biomedicine.[@CIT0104] POPs are used to obtain thermosensitive smart hydrogels, and their properties depend on the type of substituents, their architecture and hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance.[@CIT0048],[@CIT0105] Appropriate adjustment of these parameters allows to obtain a gel-forming system at a temperature close to physiological, which is important for injectable drug delivery hydrogel matrices. Such systems are characterized by the ability to release both hydrophobic and hydrophilic molecules, ensuring prolonged delivery for 2 or 3 weeks, respectively.[@CIT0106],[@CIT0107] 2-Methoxyestradiol (2-ME) is a methoxy-derivative of estradiol, a potential drug in anticancer therapy. Its mechanism of action is based primarily on the inhibition of angiogenesis, and its effectiveness is confirmed by in vitro and in vivo studies.[@CIT0108],[@CIT0109] However, 2-ME has several disadvantages, which limit its bioavailability, ie, poor solubility in water and a first-pass hepatic metabolism when administered *per os*.[@CIT0110] One of the methods to resolve this problem was proposed by Cho et al.[@CIT0109] They developed a thermosensitive 2-ME hydrogel release system based on POPs substituted by α-amino-ω-methoxypoly(ethylene glycol) (AMPEG), l-isoleucine ethyl ester (IleOEt) and glycyl lactate ethyl ester (GlyLacOEt) for potential use in breast cancer. The obtained POPs were characterized by an average molecular weight of about 35--38 kDa with PDI 2.38--2.73. The use of the polymer as a solubilizer significantly improved the solubility of 2-ME in an aqueous environment from 2.57 x 10^−4^ to 2.72 mg/mL. Moreover, the polymer exhibited a sol--gel transition at a temperature close to physiological. In vitro and in vivo experiments showed extended and controlled 2-ME release from the matrix up to 35 days, while the release kinetics were close to the zero-order kinetics.

The most studied groups of this type of biomaterials are thermosensitive smart hydrogels, which tend to be the nearest to wide-ranging clinical trials. Polyesters and POPs present the most promising and desirable features, as well as optimal mechanical and drug release properties due to their biodegradability. In our opinion, the researchers should focus on biodegradable, amphiphilic micelle-forming macromolecules, because of their ability to solubilize highly hydrophobic molecules, which usually anticancer drugs are. Furthermore, very promising solutions tend to be the systems composed of drug-loaded nanoparticles (eg, nanomicelles or HMSNs) immersed in thermoresponsive hydrogel, which comprises the advantages of both systems.

pH-Sensitive Hydrogels {#S0003-S2002}
----------------------

Among the thermoresponsive hydrogels, there is a large group of polymers that change properties under the influence of pH. The macromolecule chains contain acidic or basic moieties that are able to donate or accept protons. Thus, pH-sensitive polymers are thus classified into two basic groups: polyanions and polycations, called polyacids and polybases, respectively.

Polyanions in an alkaline environment (above pK~a~ of polyacid) are deprotonated and the acidic groups are negatively charged. In the case of polycations, the situation is the opposite. Due to ionization, the conformation of the polymer molecule changes and solubility increases significantly. It turns out that ionization promotes swelling of the hydrogel; basic carriers at high pH will absorb small amounts of water.[@CIT0009],[@CIT0111] When the environmental pH increases, acidic moieties of polyanion become negatively charged and starts to repel each other. Moreover, the hydrophobic interactions between chains weaken and hydrogen bonds between ionized groups and water molecules are formed. Furthermore, dissociation leads to the formation of more ions, the osmotic pressure increases within the hydrogel structure; an osmotic gradient between inner and outer layers of hydrogel causes the inflow of water into the structure interior; the matrix is swelling. The mechanism of pH-sensitivity has been demonstrated in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 3pH-responsive anionic smart hydrogels mechanism of action.

As the amount of absorbed water increases, the system becomes more permeable to drug molecules; thus, pH-responsive hydrogels can be used in oral therapeutic systems releasing a biologically active substance in the stomach or intestine.[@CIT0009] Analogously to LCST in thermosensitive polymers, pH-sensitive smart polymers show significant pH value, when their properties dramatically change. It is called critical or transition pH (pH\*), dependent on pK~a~ of polyelectrolyte.[@CIT0111]--[@CIT0113] For biomedical applications, it is important to adjust the pH\* of the polymer, so that the properties change or phase transition occurs in the appropriate, well-defined conditions. In the case of pH-sensitive smart hydrogels, two basic strategies for pH\* value regulation are distinguished. The first is the copolymerization of a pH-sensitive polymer with other polyacids or polybases or incorporation of acidic or alkaline moieties into the polymer chains. The other way is to copolymerize the macromolecule with lipophilic structures, which changes the hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance and leads to pK~a~ and pH\* shifts. When the molecule is more hydrophobic, stronger electrostatic repulsion is needed to overcome the hydrophobic interactions and change the macromolecule conformation. Thus, copolymerization of monomers with hydrophobic moieties increases the pH\* for polyanions and decreases it for polycations.[@CIT0111],[@CIT0112] Acidic and alkaline properties of different groups of pH-sensitive smart polymers are presented in [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 4Acidic and basic properties of pH-sensitive smart polymers. (**A**) Polyacrylates (PAAc), (**B**) sulfonic acid derivatives (styrene sulfonic acid), (**C**) sulfonamides, (**D**) polyamines (PMAA), (**E**) pyridine derivatives (P2VP).

According to pH-responsive hydrogels, polyacids (polyanions) are proton-donating polymers, able to change their properties, such as solubility and swelling due to environmental pH changes. pK~a~ of polyacid differs from monomers pKa, it is influenced by molecular weight and polymer composition.[@CIT0111],[@CIT0114] The polymers used for pH-responsive hydrogels development are based on PAAc, poly(sulfonic acid) or sulfonamides derived vinyl monomers. The first two groups of polymers suffer from some limitations, they show wide-range pH sensitivity, the phase transition is not sharp and out-of-range sensitivity can be observed.[@CIT0111] Therefore, to overcome these disadvantages, matrices modified with sulfonamides were developed. Sulfonamide-based smart hydrogels show sharp and well-defined pH\* which is very desired property in the context of biomedical applications.[@CIT0115]

Polybases are a group of pH-sensitive smart polymers, containing alkaline moieties susceptible to protonation in acidic conditions. One of the most common polycations is primary, secondary and tertiary polymerized amines, such as poly(N,N'-dimethyl aminoethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA), poly(2-aminoethyl methacrylate) (PMAA) or poly(ethylene imine) (PEI). The free electron pair of the nitrogen atom forms a coordinate bond with H^+^, which determines the basic properties of the macromolecule.[@CIT0111] Another group of polycations is polymers comprising nitrogen-containing aromatic heterocycles. The nitrogen atom has a lone electron pair, able to proton binding. The most extensive studied polybasic smart polymers of this class are pyridine-based or imidazole-based macromolecular derivatives.[@CIT0111]

Polyacids and polybases used in smart hydrogels technology are summarized in [Tables 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Synthetic Polymers and Monomers Used in Polyanionic pH-Sensitive Hydrogels TechnologyNameChemical FormulapK~a~ReferencesAcrylic acid derivativesPoly(acrylic acid)![](IJN-15-4541-i0007.jpg){#ILF0007}![](IJN-15-4541-i0008.jpg){#ILF0012}4,28\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0116]\]Poly(methacrylic acid)![](IJN-15-4541-i0009.jpg){#ILF0008}6 - 7\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0117]\]Poly(ethylacrylic acid)![](IJN-15-4541-i0010.jpg){#ILF0009}6,3\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0118]\]Poly(propyl acrylic acid)![](IJN-15-4541-i0011.jpg){#ILF0010}6,7\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0118]\]Poly(butyl acrylic acid)![](IJN-15-4541-i0012.jpg){#ILF0011}7,4\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0119]\]Sulfonic acid derivatives2-acrylamido-2-methylpropylsulfonic acid![](IJN-15-4541-i0013.jpg){#ILF0013}2-3\[[@CIT0111]\]2-methacryloxyethylsulfonic acid![](IJN-15-4541-i0014.jpg){#ILF0014}2-3\[[@CIT0111]\]3-methacryloxy-2-hydroxypropylsulfonic acid![](IJN-15-4541-i0015.jpg){#ILF0015}2-3\[[@CIT0111]\]Ethylenesulfonic acid![](IJN-15-4541-i0016.jpg){#ILF0016}2-3\[[@CIT0111]\]Styrenesulfonic acid![](IJN-15-4541-i0017.jpg){#ILF0017}2-3\[[@CIT0111]\]SulfonamidesSulfapyridine![](IJN-15-4541-i0018.jpg){#ILF0018}![](IJN-15-4541-i0019.jpg){#ILF0020}8,43\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0120]--[@CIT0122]\]Sulfisomidine![](IJN-15-4541-i0020.jpg){#ILF0019}7,40\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0120],[@CIT0121]\]Sulfamethoxypyridazine![](IJN-15-4541-i0021.jpg){#ILF0021}7,40\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0120],[@CIT0121]\]Sulfamethazine![](IJN-15-4541-i0022.jpg){#ILF0022}7,25\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0115],[@CIT0120],[@CIT0121]\]Sulfadimethoxine![](IJN-15-4541-i0023.jpg){#ILF0023}6,10\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0120],[@CIT0121],[@CIT0123]\] Table 4Synthetic Polymers Used for Cationic pH-Sensitive HydrogelsNameAbbreviationChemical StructurepK~a~Ref.PolyaminesPoly(N,N'-dimethyl aminoethyl methacrylate)PDMAEMA (PDMA)![](IJN-15-4541-i0024.jpg){#ILF0024}![](IJN-15-4541-i0025.jpg){#ILF0030}≈8\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0124]\]Poly(N,N'-diethyl aminoethyl methacrylate)PDEAEMA (PDEA)![](IJN-15-4541-i0026.jpg){#ILF0025}≈7,3\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0124]\]Poly(2-aminoethyl methacrylate)PMAA![](IJN-15-4541-i0027.jpg){#ILF0026}≈7,6\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0120]\]Poly(ethylene imine)PEI![](IJN-15-4541-i0028.jpg){#ILF0027}≈4,5 ≈6,7^a^\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0120]\]Poly(vinylamine)PVAm![](IJN-15-4541-i0029.jpg){#ILF0028}≈10,7^b^\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0125]\]Poly(acrylamide)PAAm![](IJN-15-4541-i0030.jpg){#ILF0029}\[[@CIT0111]\]Pyridine and imidazole derivativesPoly(2-vinyl pyridine)P2VP![](IJN-15-4541-i0031.jpg){#ILF0031}![](IJN-15-4541-i0032.jpg){#ILF0035}≈5,9\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0126]\]Poly(4-vinyl pyridine)P4VP![](IJN-15-4541-i0033.jpg){#ILF0032}≈5,39\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0127]\]Poly(N-vinyl imidazole)PVI![](IJN-15-4541-i0034.jpg){#ILF0033}![](IJN-15-4541-i0035.jpg){#ILF0043}≈6\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0128]\]Poly(4-vinyl imidazole)P4V![](IJN-15-4541-i0036.jpg){#ILF0034}≈6\[[@CIT0111],[@CIT0129]\][^1]

One of the most explored field in pH-responsive smart hydrogels antitumor applications is oral DDSs. Since the vast majority of anticancer drugs are hydrophobic, oral DDSs could meet several basic requirements. First of all, the system should release the active substance in absorptive small intestine, it should have mucoadhesive properties to ensure a prolonged presence in the intestine lumen so that the drug molecules can effectively absorb into the bloodstream. In addition, the desired property is the ability to inhibit P-gp efflux pumps that pump out xenobiotics back to the gastrointestinal tract. pH-responsive hydrogels, which meet these criteria are very interesting as oral DDS, because they protect the active substance from the acidic environment of the stomach. Polyanionic smart hydrogels in low gastric pH are non-ionized and stay in a collapsed form, which protects the active substance from acidic conditions. When the hydrogel gets into the small intestine, it starts to swell, water permeability increases and provides drug release.[@CIT0025],[@CIT0112],[@CIT0130]--[@CIT0132] Puranik et al[@CIT0025],[@CIT0133] developed an oral nanogel DOX delivery system based on poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAAc) backbone copolymerized with more hydrophobic monomers, such as *n*-butyl methacrylate (nBMA), *tert*-butyl methacrylate (t-BMA) methyl methacrylate (MMA) or *n*-butyl acrylate (nBA) to adjust suitable pH\* and increase hydrophobic drug incorporation. Subsequently, obtained polymer was grafted with PEG to provide better integrity in the collapsed state of the hydrogel, because of hydrogen bonding with PEG chains. Moreover, PEG fragments inhibited P-gp efflux pumps in the small intestine,[@CIT0134] promoted mucoadhesion and played a role in biocompatibility.[@CIT0135] Thus, some chain fragments formed the hydrophobic core able to effective drug entrapment, and other chain fragments formed hydrophilic shell of the obtained nanoparticles. Among other formulations, poly(MAA-*g*-PEG-*co*-MMA) was described as the matrix with the most desirable properties. It exhibited the best drug loading capacity, appropriate physical properties and cytocompatibility. The average particle size was pH-dependent and increase from 277.3 nm at pH 4.5 to 472.3 nm at pH 7.5. Zeta-potential measurements show the significant potential decrease as pH becomes more alkaline. For poly(MAA-*g*-PEG-*co*-MMA), it varies from −3 to −20 mV, for pH 4.5 and 7.5, respectively. The release kinetics in vitro studies showed cumulative release of DOX at around 75% in 6 hours, with similar to zero-order kinetics, without significant "burst release". Obtained oral DOX delivery system is very promising in tumor therapy, because of preferable administration route, but the lack of in vivo assay makes more testing required to determine the efficacy and safety of the therapy.

An interesting solution in the field of innovative oral DDSs was proposed by Wang et al.[@CIT0136] The authors encapsulated DTX in the micelles with amphiphilic properties. The resulting copolymer PCEC had the ability to form micelles with the hydrophilic shell (PEG fragments) and a hydrophobic core (PCL fragments), wherein DTX has been enclosed. Developed micelles were used to increase permeability and solubility of DTX. In the next step, drug-loaded micelles were incorporated into the smart pH-sensitive hydrogel, based on PEG-PCL-acryloyl chloride (AC) (PECA) modified by itaconic acid (IA) and PEG-methyl ether methacrylate (MPEGMA). The poly(ECA-IA-MEG) was obtained, which provided suitable conditions for oral DDS, especially side-specific intestinal drug release, important for chemotherapy. The DTX-micelles with an average diameter of 20 nm showed proper drug loading efficiency, EE and DL parameters for micelles were 97.02% and 7.76%, respectively. The antitumor activity of DTX-PCEC micelles was also enhanced, compared to free DTX. In vitro drug release assay showed that DTX-micelle-hydrogel released DTX within 336 h in a controlled and pH-dependent manner. There were significant differences between 1.2 and 6.8 pH release profiles, the cumulative release was higher in the less acidic environment. Moreover, when the release medium was simulated gastric and intestinal fluid, the difference was much greater, and cumulative release after 336 h was about 72% (intestinal fluid) and 23% (gastric fluid). Orally administered DTX-micelle-hydrogel in vivo antitumor efficiency tests showed similar tumor growth inhibition compared to free DTX (Taxotere^®^ administered intravenous), but side effects were significantly limited. The presented solution is very interesting, but further experiments are needed to enhance the effectiveness above the classic intravenous DTX therapy.

One of the features of tumor cells is significantly increased metabolism in comparison to healthy cells, which is associated with intense cellular divisions and disturbed homeostasis, especially. Intensive metabolism causes a greater demand for oxygen and nutrients. To meet the problem, tumor tissues have the ability to surround themselves by a bundle of blood vessels in the angiogenesis process. However, due to the rapid multiplication of cells, the structure of the resulting vessels is disordered and unable to supply the tissue to oxygen sufficiently, which leads to chronic hypoxia. Under these conditions, cells start anaerobic respiration, which leads to the formation of lactic acid and acidification within the tumor tissue at a pH level of less than 6.5 (compared to physiological pH 7.5). Due to local acidification, it seems interesting to use pH-sensitive hydrogels, especially polybases, as antitumor DDSs.[@CIT0111],[@CIT0137],[@CIT0138]

Lym et al[@CIT0139] have developed interesting pH-sensitive smart hydrogel DDS for human HCC treatment. The obtained solution has a dual mechanism; embolization of blood vessels nourishing tumor and DOX controlled release. The main assumption was the development of a smart hydrogel showing sol--gel transition under the influence of decreased pH of the tumor tissue. The flowing sol could be delivered via a microcatheter to hepatic artery and solidified in cancerous tissue, characterized by lower pH, and form a DOX depot. In the first step, the block copolymer containing CL, PEG and sulfamethazine (PCL-PEG-SM) was synthesized. Sulfamethazine (SM) is an anionic compound able to deprotonate in an alkaline environment, providing pH-sensitiveness of a hydrogel. The synthesized PCL-PEG-SM copolymer showed average molecular weight about 25,800 Da and 1.45 PDI, the pKa was about 6.80. Subsequently, the sol--gel transition assay was carried out. The system was liquid, flowable sol at pH 8.0, and when the pH decreased to 7.4 or 6.8, sol--gel transition was observed and the hydrogel formed solid and non-flowable structure. DOX in vitro release studies showed 65% cumulative release after 4 weeks, in a prolonged and controlled manner. Lipiodol^®^, radiopaque substance used as an X-ray contrast agent, was added to the developed system (10 wt%), which allowed easy observation of gelation processes in vivo. In previous tests, the insignificance of Lipiodol^®^ to gelation processes was proven. To examine in vivo delivery of the hydrogel, the system in a sol state was administered by intraarterial or intratumor injection to VX2 rabbits. The white spots visible on computer tomography (CT) photographs showed the radiopaque solid gel location and its persistence in the site of administration for at least 5 hours, what proves the intratumoral gelation and usefulness of the hydrogel. Moreover, after tumor resection, the solid gel was observed in the vasculature (intraarterial administration). Summing up, the obtained smart hydrogel seems to be appropriate for intraarterial administration via a microcatheter to embolize the blood vessels and form a DOX depot. However, the lack of in vivo effectiveness assay is needed to verify its potential.

Another pH-sensitive chemoembolization hydrogel system was presented by Nguyen et al.[@CIT0140] In this study, the novel hydrogel system comprised of poly(CL-*co*-LA)-PEG-poly(CL-*co*-LA) (PCLA-PEG-PCLA) and SM, abbreviated (PCLA-PUSSM). The synthesis of PCLA-PUSSM was performed in three steps. Firstly, the triblock copolymer PCLA-PEG-PCLA was obtained via ROP process using Sn(Oct)~2~ as a catalyst. Subsequently, sulfamethazine acrylamide (SM-A) was coupled with α-thioglycerol in Michael addition, sulfide sulfamethazine monomer (SSM) was obtained. In the next step, HDI was used to polymerize SSM and connect it to free hydroxyl groups of triblock copolymer, PCLA-PUSSM was obtained (*M*~n~ 17470 Da, PDI 1.47). The gel-forming properties of the system were evaluated using tube inverting method and rheometric analysis in various conditions of pH and temperature. Briefly, in the injection conditions (25 °C, pH 8.5) 30 wt% PCLA-PUUSM flows freely, and forms stable gel in tumor conditions (37 °C, pH 6.5--7.2) and physiological conditions (37 °C, pH 7.4); the pH\* value was estimated as 8.2. The in vitro drug release study showed prolonged and sustained DOX release profile; cumulative release after 2 weeks was estimated as about 25%. Moreover, MTT cytotoxicity assay showed only mild toxicity of the matrix; the hydrogel can be used as a biomedical device. Usefulness of the hydrogel as embolization agent was examined in vivo. Fifty minutes after subcutaneous injection into Sprague-Dawley rats the gel was observed. Moreover, in vivo degradation tests showed that the degradation rate was about 50% after 4 weeks. When the hydrogel was injected intratumorally, 5 h after injection the gel was clearly observed at the tumor site. The antitumor activity of DOX-loaded chemoembolization system was estimated in vivo by tumor growth inhibition tests. One of the prepared formulations (25 wt% PCLA-PUSSM, 20% Iohexol^®^, 10 mg/mL DOX), Formulation 3 showed promising properties. After 1 week postinjection, the percentage of tumor growth was 6% and 48% after 2 weeks (when compared to initial size). For comparison, the values observed for Formulation 1 (probably washed away from the side of administration) was 189% and 753%, respectively. The obtained data show the great potential of hydrogels as chemoembolization agents and will be an important branch of development for smart hydrogels.

Polyacids play a key role in the field of pH-sensitive hydrogels that are potentially useful in antitumor therapy because tumor tissue shows pH values below healthy tissues. Moreover, protection against gastric fluid is usually provided by polyacids that are shrunk in an acidic environment. Oral DDSs appear to be very significant, because this route of administration is associated with major patient comfort improvements. In our view, the future belongs to systems that allow therapy using different methods, combining drug delivery, embolization, and hyperthermia for example. We assume the synergistic impact from these combinations may significantly increase the therapy's effectiveness.

Photosensitive Hydrogels {#S0003-S2003}
------------------------

Among the photosensitive smart hydrogels, three basic groups are distinguished: hydrogels sensitive to near-infrared radiation (NIR), visible light and UV.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0006]

One of the methods for obtaining light-responsive systems is the incorporation of specific chemical moieties, called chromophores, into the system. They have the ability to absorb and emit electromagnetic radiation, and as a result, the temperature of the system increases. This kind of matrices has hydrophobic and hydrophilic fragments in a polymeric chain. As a result of the rising temperature, hydrogen bonds between the chains and the surrounding water molecules are weakened, analogously to the thermosensitive hydrogels. In consequence, the hydrogel volume and water absorption capacity changes and phase transition can occur.[@CIT0006],[@CIT0141] Interestingly, in a field of antitumor drug delivery, the elevated temperature in the side of administration is very beneficial because of lower tolerance of tumor cells to overheating, when compared to healthy tissues.[@CIT0142],[@CIT0143] Therefore, one of the strategies of cancer treatment is photodynamic therapy connected with simultaneous chemotherapy, called chemo-photothermal therapy.[@CIT0144]--[@CIT0146]

Another solution is the use of ionizable functional groups under the influence of radiation. Ionization caused by radiation leads to increasing the osmotic pressure inside the matrix and the hydrogel swell, similarly as in the case of systems sensitive to pH changes.[@CIT0006],[@CIT0147]

In addition, it is also possible to incorporate the chromophore groups into the matrix that change their physical and chemical properties under the influence of exposure to light; the resulting differences change the structure of the hydrogel.[@CIT0006]

Among the smart hydrogels sensitive to UV radiation, there are two basic mechanisms associated with the creation or disintegration of the polymer chains. The synthesis of photo-cleavage systems requires the use of photosensitive cross-linkers, which under the influence of UV or visible radiation, change their chemical composition. The photoisomerization or photooxidation of the cross-linkers causes changes in a structure and properties, that may be a trigger for drug release.[@CIT0004] On the other hand, photopolymerization can lead to in situ cross-linking and gel formation at the site of administration in drug delivery. This solution needs a UV or visible light-sensitive initiators, that form free radicals by photoirradiation and starts the photopolymerization process.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0148],[@CIT0149]

Kawano et al[@CIT0150] have developed an intravenous, injectable system containing gold nanorods coated with a PNIPAAm thermosensitive hydrogel capable of changing its properties under the NIR influence. Due to the photothermal effect, NIR radiation leads to an increase in the temperature of the hydrogel. As a consequence, hydrophilicity and water solubility of the polymers decrease and phase-transition occurs. The mechanism of gel formation is analogous to thermosensitive hydrogels. The PNIPAAm-coated nanorods exhibited 300 nm diameter spherical shape, and this system's LCST was 34 °C. Due to the slow phase transition of the nanogel, the temperature is lower than physiological; however, it flows freely in the vasculature for 10 minutes. In vivo assay on mice showed significant gold accumulation in a kidney irradiated with NIR after 30 minutes of injection, when compared to a non-irradiated organ. As a result of radiation exposure, there was a phase transition associated with a decrease in the solubility of the system and "immobilization" of the matrix within the target tissue.[@CIT0150],[@CIT0151] Such form of approach appears to be very effective in the sense of targeted therapy, which enables a higher concentration of an active substance in the target tissue, at the same time reducing systemic dissemination, which is particularly important in the case of highly toxic therapy such as anti-cancer drugs. The authors proposed optimizing the method for rapid phase transition at higher temperatures (38--42 °C).

Pinto et al[@CIT0152] proposed a photosensitive hydrogel matrix, releasing carbon monoxide (CO). The evidence shows the antiproliferative and proapoptotic properties of CO,[@CIT0152]--[@CIT0155] as well as increasing tumor cells sensitivity to chemotherapeutics.[@CIT0152],[@CIT0156] Neoplastic tissue is usually characterized by elevated levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and antioxidants, and the oxidative/antioxidative ratio seems to be very brittle. It is believed that CO may be a factor able to disturb the equilibrium by increasing mitochondrial ROS production, leading to cell apoptosis.[@CIT0152],[@CIT0157]--[@CIT0160] One of the delivery strategies for bioactive CO to tumor cells is the use of CO releasing molecules (CORMs). They are usually complex compounds containing a metal atom (eg, Mn, Ru), surrounded by ligands, among which there are CO groups. A special group of CORMs are photosensitive compounds, abbreviated as photoCORMs. They allow spatio-temporal controlled CO release, triggered by light irradiation.[@CIT0152],[@CIT0161]--[@CIT0165]

The scientists developed a CO releasing hydrogel, containing \[Mn(CO)~3~(qbt)(4-vpy)\](CF~3~SO~3~) (qbt -- 2-(quinolyl)benzothiazole) photoCORM, covalently bonded through 4-vinylpyridyne (4-vpy) to a 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate polymer chain (HEMA). According to evidence, the use of the mentioned photoCORM system enables quick release of CO from the matrix at low light power. Additionally, this photoCORM discolorates from deep orange to colorless, due to CO release, which makes it easier to observe the process.[@CIT0152],[@CIT0166] The photosensitivity tests showed effective CO release under broad spectrum visible light exposure. The release profile was similar to zero-order kinetics, under strict control of light intensity. In the experiment described, light was provided by a developed CO-catheter, made of light-transmitting fiber end-capped with a photoCORM-hydrogel system. Human colorectal adenocarcinoma cancer cells (HT-29) and human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293) were used for in vitro apoptotic properties of the system assay. The data obtained from the experiment showed significant, light-power-dependent apoptotic effect against cancerous cell culture, and no significant effect against healthy cells. These results suggest the possibility of effective and non-toxic anticancer therapy, precisely controlled by an external light stimulus.

The use of ultraviolet light as a trigger in drug release is connected with some problems. First of all, UV is a high-energy electromagnetic wave that is poorly permeable to tissues, which makes it difficult to treat deeper organs. In addition, prolonged UV exposure may have a cancerogenic effect.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0167]--[@CIT0169] One of the strategies to overcome these obstacles is the use of up-converting nanoparticles (UCNPs). Under the influence of NIR radiation, UCNPs absorb longer-wave photons and then emit photons of UV light. In order to this, it is possible to significantly reduce the negative impact of UV on tissues, due to in situ local UV emission, and the use of better permeable NIR light.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0146],[@CIT0167],[@CIT0170],[@CIT0171]

Yan et al[@CIT0171] introduced an interesting hydrogel system containing UCNPs for photo-controlled large biomacromolecules delivery. The obtained system was based on NaYF~4~:TmYb nanoparticles, capable of absorbing radiation from the NIR range and converting it to a UV-Vis radiation, which is a trigger for the photo-cleavable hydrogel structure. Nanoparticles had hexagonal prism shapes (length 36 nm and width 32 nm) with a narrow dispersity. The developed hydrogel consisted of polyacrylamide and PEG copolymer chains, cross-linked by photocleavable cross-linkers containing o-nitrobenzyl moieties, susceptible to UV-Vis radiation. The UCNPs and model biomacromolecules were incorporated into the hydrogel matrix. Under the NIR (980 nm) illumination, UCNPs emitted radiation with several different wavelengths from UV-Vis spectrum. It was shown that 250--400 nm is the most suitable for photocleavage because light from that range was efficiently absorbed by a hydrogel; the decomposition of the matrix was observed and the biomacromolecule was released. The release study was carried out using fluorescein isothiocyanate bovine serum albumin (FITC-BSA). After 50 minutes of 980 nm NIR radiation of the protein-loaded hydrogel, the cumulative release was about 67% and 38% for 5 W and 3.1 W laser power, respectively. When there was no radiation, the matrix decomposition was insignificant. The data showed NIR-dependent, controlled release of FITC-BSA. The described system seems to be appropriate to use as antitumor DDS because the activity of a highly cytotoxic drug is off when the light stimulus is absent. Moreover, it is possible to precisely regulate the drug release by adjusting the laser power and exposition time. Notwithstanding, there is no cytotoxicity and antitumor effectiveness evaluation, so further research is needed to consider this solution as anticancer DDS.

Photosensitive hydrogels are very promising as DDSs, especially since they can provide precise control over drug release. This strategy enables using vastly toxic drugs targeted directly to tumor tissue. In addition, there is a potential to combine targeted chemotherapy with a photothermal effect that can be synergistic in practice. The problems associated with photosensitive hydrogels are the possible toxicity of photo-sensitizing molecules and difficult access to deeper tissues by light, which requires the use of fibre-optic implant systems. For this purpose, scientists will look of biocompatible gel-forming materials as well as non-toxic photo-sensitizers. In addition, due to limited tissue penetration properties of UV radiation, consideration should be given to NIR-responsive systems or UCNPs.

Hydrogels Sensitive to Magnetic Field {#S0003-S2004}
-------------------------------------

Among the many substances incorporated in hydrogel matrices, systems containing magnetic-field-sensitive nanoparticles deserve special attention. In recent years, reports on magnetic-field-sensitive hydrogels have appeared in the literature. These systems are obtained by combining the hydrogel, most often sensitive to temperature stimuli, with iron oxide nanoparticles possessing paramagnetic properties (called superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, SPIONs). Under the influence of high-frequency magnetic field (HFMF), nanoparticles are vibrated, which leads to temperature increase and "activation" of the temperature-sensitive hydrogel, which changes its properties. Such a strategy enables, among other things, the release of the active substance under the control of an external stimulus, which is an alternating magnetic field (AMF). The advantages of the described solution are primarily low invasiveness and very good permeability to tissues, which enables the therapy of deeper organs.[@CIT0004]

The ability of hydrogel-SPIONs matrices to side-specific elevation of temperature under the influence of AMF in the context of cancer treatment finds several interesting applications. It is known that cancerous tissues are more susceptible to elevated temperature when compared to healthy tissues.[@CIT0142] There are two methods of using elevated temperature in anticancer therapy: thermal ablation and apoptotic hyperthermia.[@CIT0172],[@CIT0173]

Thermal ablation involves heating cancer cells to high temperatures in excess of 50 °C, which leads to necrosis.[@CIT0173]--[@CIT0175] The use of SPIONs, which tends to accumulate in the tumor tissue, allows the precise side-specific elevation of the temperature to suitably high values using AMF, which leads to tissue burnout. However, it turned out that the attempts made did not give good enough results,[@CIT0173],[@CIT0176] and danger of damaging healthy cells occurred.[@CIT0177]

Other potential methods of cancer treatment is apoptotic hyperthermia. Temperature in the range of 42 °C--45 °C is able to start the apoptosis process in the tumor cells. Raising the temperature to the desired values can be done using magnetic nanoparticles located in a variable magnetic field.[@CIT0173] In addition, it is possible to obtain a hydrogel system containing magnetic nanoparticles and releasing an anticancer substance. Such a system enables simultaneous hyperthermia and chemotherapy, which improves the effects of the therapy.

Meenach et al[@CIT0178] proposed a SPIONs containing hydrogel system susceptible to magnetic field stimulus. They synthesized a few polymers with PEGMMA backbone and cross-linked by and poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDMA) or tetra(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) with different PEGMMA/PEGDMA ratios and PEGMMA molecular masses. The obtained hydrogels showed thermosensitivity, their swelling capacity reduced upon heating over LCST temperature. The hydrogel and SPIONs were subjected to biocompatibility assay and were classified as biocompatible and potentially useful for biomedical applications. SPIONs loaded hydrogel (iron oxide content about 5.5 wt%) matrices were exposed to AMF (297 kHz, 25 kA m^−1^) in order to estimate their ability to increase temperature increment under the influence of the magnetic field. The highest temperature that has been achieved was about 80 °C after 180 seconds of exposure. It was assessed that the temperature generated can be effectively controlled by manipulating the intensity of the magnetic field, the time of exposure and the content of magnetic nanoparticles in the matrix. Appropriately setting these parameters enables both thermoablation, requiring temperatures above 50 °C, and apoptotic hyperthermia in the range of 42 °C--45 °C. Importantly, when a pure hydrogel without SPIONs was subjected to AMF, the significant temperature increase was not observed. It proves the unique role of magnetic nanoparticles in the described process. The effectiveness and suitability for anticancer treatment were assessed by thermoablation in vitro tests on glioblastoma M059K cell line. The cells were placed on a Petri dish disposed over the hydrogel matrix and AMF generator so that only a small portion of the cells were in the heat range. It turned out that cells in the immediate vicinity of the matrix were killed. Simultaneously, the outer cells were not affected. The proposed system seems to be suitable for hyperthermia and thermoablation of tumor tissues, but the group did not conduct the effectiveness of apoptosis as a result of hyperthermia in a lower temperature range (42 °C--45 °C). The developed solution needs further research, especially in vivo antitumor efficacy tests.

Magnetic field-sensitive hydrogels enable the conduction of chemotherapy and hyperthermia therapy. In our view, because of strong magnetic field permeability to deeper tissues and remote temperature adjustability, it is the most desirable path in hyperthermia induction. Nevertheless, the use of magnetic nanoparticles in DDS technology is still a novel solution and requires further study and understanding of its properties and effects on the organism, especially its toxicity.

Biological Factors {#S0003-S2005}
------------------

Bioresponsive hydrogels are systems which change their properties, eg, swelling/shrinking behavior, erosion susceptibility or decomposition, due to the presence, activity and concentration of specific biological factors.[@CIT0004]

Depending on the activating factors, biological-stimuli hydrogels are generally distinguished by three main groups: glucose-responsive, specific enzyme or the presence of antibodies sensitive.[@CIT0004]

One of the technological solutions used in the design of insulin-releasing hydrogels in response to the glucose level changes is the use of glucose oxidase (GOX) and pH-responsive polymers. When the blood glucose level is elevated, GOX attached to the polymeric chain converts it to gluconic acid and H~2~O~2~. As a result, the pH decreases within the structure of the hydrogel, ionization of specific cationic functional groups occurs, swelling of the hydrogel and penetration of insulin into the bloodstream.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0114],[@CIT0179],[@CIT0180]

In the cellular and intracellular environment, the fundamental role in activation and regulation processes is played by enzymes. The presence of enzymes and their activity varies depending on the cell or organ compartment, and there are also differences in enzymes activity between the pathological and physiological conditions. Tumor cells do not stay in homeostasis, and their enzyme levels are dysregulated and differ from normal cells.[@CIT0181],[@CIT0182] Therefore, hydrogel systems sensitive to enzyme stimuli seem to be fascinating because they are selective and capable to be activated by specific factors. The first solution of this type in the context of tissue engineering was a hydrogel based on PEG, sensitive to the presence of metalloproteinase (MMP). For its synthesis, MMP-sensitive peptides were used as a cross-linking agent. This resulted in a system that was biodegradable under the influence of MMPs such as gelatinase and collagenase.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0183] The example of enzymatic cleavage is presented in [Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 5The example of specific MMPs-dependent crosslinker cleavage.

There are three main criteria that enzyme-sensitive hydrogel systems must meet. Firstly, the polymer network must contain a chemical moiety being a substrate for the enzyme. These can be peptide fragments with a specific amino acid sequence for proteases or glycosidic bonds for glycosidases. Secondly, mentioned moieties need to be accessible to the enzymatic active center. Finally, enzymatic reaction in a susceptible polymer region must cause the change of biomaterial properties. The enzymatic cleavage of cross-linkers must lead to network decomposition and drug release, for instance.[@CIT0182]

Matrices MMPs are a group of endopeptidases able to cleave peptide bonds. This group consist of 24 enzymes that play important roles in metabolism.[@CIT0184],[@CIT0185] They are divided into gelatinases, collagenases, stromelysins and membrane-type MMPs.[@CIT0185],[@CIT0186] MMPs and their specific inhibitors play a significant role in the cellular homeostasis. They are involved in proliferation and differentiation, survival, adhesion, migration and intercellular interactions. Importantly, unhealthy tissues, such as cancer tissue, show some disturbances of homeostasis, and MMPs enzymatic activity is significantly elevated. Moreover, tumor cells secrete MMPs and other proteolytical enzymes to extracellular matrix, decomposing it to make more space for tumor growth.[@CIT0187]--[@CIT0189] Therefore, MMPs are promising biological triggers for enzyme-responsive antitumor DDSs. MMPs-sensitive hydrogels are generally formed by cross-linking the polymeric chains with specific, peptide-binded amino acid fragments, susceptible to MMPs activity. Due to the matrix decay, the enzymatic cleavage of these cross-linkers results in polymer network decomposition and drug release.[@CIT0185]

Nazli et al[@CIT0189] have developed a MMPs-sensitive hydrogel system containing PEG-coated magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (MIONPs), able to selective antitumor drug release. MMPs sensitivity was provided by incorporation the specific peptide fragment (GGGPQG↓IWGQGK; ↓marks the cleavage side) (PQ), vulnerable to enzymatic cleavage.[@CIT0190] The system was obtained by photoinitiator-coated MIONPs reaction with acrylate-PEG-PQ--PEG-acrylate conjugates, PEG-diacrylate and acrylate-PEG-RGDS. Acrylate-PEG-PQ--PEG-acrylate is derived from α1(I) collagen and determines the MMPs susceptibility. RGDS fragment is a specific ligand for α~v~β~3~ integrin, enables nanocarriers tumor targeting and endocytosis. As a result of photopolymerization, the obtained nanomatrices have MIONP core and collagenase-degradable, cells targeting hydrogel shell. The average diameter of targeted nanocarriers was about 186.5 nm, their form was spherical and ellipsoidal. These nanocarriers were described as having a zeta potential of −3.37 mV. This ability protects macrophages from non-specific endocytosis, and also enables penetration into tumor cells. The conducted assay exhibited increased degradation of nanocarriers in collagenase-containing environment and DOX loading efficacy more than 97%. In vitro drug release study showed 60% and 36% cumulative release after 4 days, in a collagenase and non-collagenase release medium. Cytotoxicity of DOX-loaded targeted and non-targeted nanomatrices was evaluated by incubating with HeLa cells. Due to enhanced endocytosis, targeted nanocarriers have sufficient cytotoxicity. Moreover, the tests with healthy fibroblasts showed decreased cytotoxicity, because of lower collagenase levels and limited integrin expression. As a control, the cells were treated by DOX-free nanocarriers, and the significant toxicity of hydrogel matrices was not observed. The system proposed by Nazli and co-authors seems to be interesting as theranostic, capable of ensuring controlled drug release and imaging due to the efficient uptake of MIONP tumor cells, but more studies, especially in vivo assays, are needed to demonstrate the efficacy of these nanomatrices.

Among proteases mentioned above, there are enzymes able to cleave glycosidic bonds in carbohydrate structures. Hydrogels sensitive to the glycosidase activity in the context of anticancer therapy are used primarily as delivery systems of antineoplastic agents to the colon. The most widely studied are systems sensitive to β-mannanase, an enzyme present in the small intestine. The backbone of the hydrogel is based on natural macromolecules, such as glucomannan or guar gum. The release takes place by cleavage of glycosidic bonds and matrix decomposition.[@CIT0182]

One of the strategies to obtain antigen-sensitive smart hydrogels is elaboration a system cross-linked by antigen--antibody interactions. Antigens and corresponding antibodies are covalently incorporated to polymer chains and due to non-covalent interactions between them, they form a reversible connection and the physical cross-linking process occurs. The resulting network is stable and shrinked because of polymer--polymer interactions. In the presence of free antigen, there are competitive interactions between the free antigen and the antigen associated with the hydrogel network. Antibodies grafted on polymers are blocked by free antigens, polymer--polymer interaction density decreases and hydrogel has better swelling and permeation properties. Such a system has been proposed by Miyata et al[@CIT0191] They used a chemically modified rabbit IgG and goat anti-rabbit IgG antibodies, grafted to acrylamide polymer chains. The hydrogel was selective and shows swelling behaviour only in rabbit IgG environment; with goat IgG addition the swelling was not observed. Rabbit IgG antigen-dependent permeation properties of the matrix were evaluated by hemoglobin release assay. The data showed effective protein release under rabbit IgG influence and hardly observable release without antigen presence. This strategy could be possibly utilized for antitumor therapy, but the evidence in this field is limited.

One of the futuristic ideas connected with hydrogel technology is intelligent contact lenses, able to act as biosensors. There is a correlation between specific biomarkers present in tear fluid and tumor disease. According to Ewans,[@CIT0192] the lacryglobin level in tears can be useful as a biomarker for cancer detection. Moreover, Tseng et al[@CIT0193] proposed various tear fluid biomarkers for cancer diagnosis and progression monitoring. Intelligent contact lenses are an interesting way to monitor online biomarker levels. The method is non-invasive and ensures high patient comfort. This method may cause tumors to be detected earlier, which significantly increases the patient's survival prognosis.

Biological factors are known to be very specific in action, as enzymes and antibodies. Using this technique in smart hydrogel technology one can use these hydrogels to conduct guided therapy with precision. This technique is useful for accurate monitoring of drugs and for increasing therapy effectiveness. Future studies will concentrate on metalloproteinases and antibodies sensitive hydrogels, in particular nanogels, that can be internalized into tumor cells. This branch of smart hydrogel technology, however, is quite new and a lot of research has to be done to put this solution into clinical trials.

To the present several DDSs containing anti-cancer drugs have been obtained. Examples of smart hydrogel DDSs releasing various antitumoral agents are listed in [Table 5](#T0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 5Examples of DDSs Releasing Various Antitumoral AgentsDrugChemical FormulaMaterialsStimulusSustained-Release TimeProposed Application and Administration RouteRef.2-Methoxyestradiol (2-ME)![](IJN-15-4541-i0037.jpg){#ILF0036}Poly(organophosphazenes) substituted by α-amino-ω-methoxypoly(ethylene glycol) (AMPEG), L-isoleucine ethyl ester (IleOEt) and glycyl lactate ethyl ester (GlyLacOEt)Temp.35 daysBreast cancer, intratumoral injection\[[@CIT0109]\]Camptothecin (CPT)![](IJN-15-4541-i0038.jpg){#ILF0037}Poly(D,L-lactide)-poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(D,L-lactide) P(D,L-LA)-PEG-P(D,L-LA) triblock copolymer, hollow mesoporous silica nanoparticles (HMSNs)Temp.15 daysBreast cancer, post-resection injection\[[@CIT0103]\]Docetaxel (DTX)![](IJN-15-4541-i0039.jpg){#ILF0038}Star-liked block copolymer based on poly(ɛ-caprolactone)-*b*-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (HAPs-g-PCL-b-PNIPAAm)Temp, pH222 hIntravenous injection\[[@CIT0056]\]Doxorubicin (DOX)![](IJN-15-4541-i0040.jpg){#ILF0039}PNIPAAm-DOX hydrogel loaded into PEG-2,4,6-trimethoxybenzylidenepentaerythritol carbonate (PEG-PTMBPEC) polymersomesTemp, pH144 hIntravenous or intratumoral injection\[[@CIT0194]\]PNIPAAm-*b*-poly(L-alanine) (PNIPAAm-*b*-PAla)Temp.\>20hIntravenous injection\[[@CIT0055]\]PCL, PEG and sulfamethazine (PCL-PEG-SM) copolymerpH4 weeksHCC, transcatheter arterial chemoembolization agent\[[@CIT0139]\]Acrylate-PEG-GGGPQG↓IWGQGK--PEG-acrylate conjugates, PEG-diacrylate conjugates and acrylate-PEG-RGDS conjugates-coated MIONPsMMP4 daysIntravenous injection\[[@CIT0189]\]Oligo(PEG) fumarate and sodium methacrylatepH14 daysIntravenous injection\[[@CIT0195]\]SPIONs coated with poly-(NIPAAm-stat-AAm)-block-PEIAMF, Temp.96 h^a^Intravenous injection\[[@CIT0196]\]Embelin![](IJN-15-4541-i0041.jpg){#ILF0040}Triblock copolymer of poly(ε-caprolactone-*co*-1,4,8-trioxa\[4.6\]spiro-9-undecanone)--poly(ethylene glycol)--poly(ε-caprolactone-*co*-1,4,8-trioxa\[4.6\]spiro-9- undecanone) (PECT)Temp.21 daysHCC, peritumoral injection\[[@CIT0101]\]Paclitaxel (PTX)![](IJN-15-4541-i0042.jpg){#ILF0041}Pluronic^®^ P104 copolymerized with MMP-sensitive octapeptideMMP, Temp.2--13 days^b^Intratumor injection\[[@CIT0197]\]PCL-PEG-PCLTemp, pH30 daysIntratumor injection\[[@CIT0198]\]Paclitaxel and doxorubicin hydrochloride (PTX, DOX∙HCL)PECTTemp.30 daysPeritumoral injection\[[@CIT0199]\]^90^Y (radiopharmaceutical)Poly(Pluronic F-127/polyhydroxybutarate) diol/poly(propylene glycol) poly(F127/PHB/PPG urethane)Temp.HCC, intratumor injection\[[@CIT0060]\]Tamoxifen citrate (TMC)![](IJN-15-4541-i0043.jpg){#ILF0042}Niosomes incorporated in poloxamer 407/poloxamer 188Temp.168 hBreast cancer, intratumor injection\[[@CIT0058]\][^2]

Summary and Future Remarks {#S0004}
==========================

In recent decades, attention in hydrogels in the context of DDSs has increased significantly. The main advantages of hydrogel systems are the low invasiveness associated with the application by injection, ease of formulation and the possibility obtaining a controlled, long-term drug release. Furthermore, therapeutic systems based on hydrogel show distribution that is strongly restricted to target tissues, allowing targeted therapy. This is particularly important for anticancer drugs that are associated with severe side effects when systemically administered.

A special group among hydrogel matrices are extensively studied the hydrogels sensitive to various stimuli. They primarily enable the development of injectable systems gelling at the application site, which greatly facilitates the therapy and increases the patient's compliance. Furthermore, using this technology in DDSs, it is possible to achieve an adequate release profile, under the control of external stimulus, and spatiotemporal control over drug release. Moreover, internal factors sensitivity limits the release only to the target tissue, which reduces systemic toxicity. In addition to systems sensitive to a single stimulus, it is also possible to obtain matrices sensitive to many factors, depending on the type of monomers used or functional groups present in the polymer network structure.

In hydrogel DDSs technology, it is beneficial to develop matrices which meet certain requirements, such as biodegradability and biocompatibility, desirable mechanical properties, uniform distribution of a drug and reduced initial burst release. According to these requirements, the most widely applicable smart hydrogels are thermoresponsive matrices based on PEG/polyester copolymers and POPs, especially due to biodegradability and prolonged drug release profiles. The temperature stimulus seems to be the most versatile; thermosensitive smart hydrogel can be used as injectable DDS for various drugs. In antitumor therapy, the most promising are multi-stimuli smart hydrogels, able to combine chemotherapy with other methods of treatment, such as magnetic hyperthermia or photothermal therapy, which gives a synergistic effect with anticancer drugs. Moreover, drug release from DDSs sensitive to an external stimulus can be regulated by remote. Smart hydrogels sensitive to biological factors, as enzymes or antibodies, give the opportunity to conduct the therapy precisely targeted to tumor tissue, which allows the use of highly cytotoxic anticancer substances.

Smart hydrogels are able to release antitumor drug under control of external stimuli, such as photoirradiation or magnetic field. These factors can act as a trigger for drug release and enable real-time control over the release profile. These features make them promising when combined with relevant point-of-care (PoC) diagnostic devices, such as biosensors sensitive to tumor biomarkers, which closes the loop of care at the PoC.[@CIT0200] This opens the way for the medicine of the future, associated with an autonomous treatment system, in which the therapy is applied automatically in response to specific biomarkers of the disease.

It will be necessary for the researchers in the near future to elaborate the complex multi-stimulus responsive matrices capable of integrating several types of therapy. The main development direction, based on last year's papers, is to modify known polymer structures of smart hydrogels to improve their properties and provide them with new, sophisticated features. For successful antitumor therapy, it may be necessary to combine multifunctional smart hydrogel system with sensitivity to biological stimuli which ensures precise targeting of the drug.

Given the intense development of modern pharmacy technology, there is still a lack of unambiguous legal regulations and standards that would require the use of stimulus-responsive hydrogels to effectively incorporate innovative technologies into the care. Although many innovative solutions have been developed and published, sadly very few of them are included in clinical trials. Smart hydrogel technology is still at the initial stage of development, but its significance in the context of modern drug forms is evident and it poses many possibilities for 21st-century medicine.

We would like to extend our sincere thanks to Koletta Kruk for her invaluable help with figures creation.
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DDDs, drug delivery systems; PAAc, poly(acrylic acid); POPs, poly(organophosphazenes); LCST, lower critical solution temperature; UCST, upper critical solution temperature; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PNIPAAm, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide); PEO, poly(ethylene oxide); PPO, poly(propylene oxide); PCL, poly(ε-caprolactone); PCEC, poly(ε-caprolactone)-poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL-PEG-PCL); mPEG, poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether; PECE, poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether-poly(ε-caprolactone)-poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether (mPEG-PCL-mPEG); PLGA, poly(lactic acid-*co*-glycolic acid); TAE, transcatheter arterial embolization; HCC, hepatolellular carcinoma; TEM, transmission electron microscope; DOX, doxorubicin; ROP, ring-opening polymerization; P(L-Ala), poly(L-alanine); (L-Ala-NCA), L-alanine-N-carboxyanhydride; DTX, docetaxel; HAPs, hyperbranched aliphatic polyesters; RAFT, reversible addition--fragmentation chain transfer; LC, loading content; EE, encapsulation efficiency; CMC, critical micelle concentration; CMT, critical micelle temperature; TMC, tamoxifen; P188, poloxamer 188; P407, poloxamer 407; PHB, poly(3-hydroxybutyrate); PPG, poly(propylene glycol); CGC, critical gelation concentration; PLA, polylactide; PGA, polyglycolide; F127, Pluronic F127; PDI, dispersity index; PBS, phosphate buffered saline; PECT, poly(ε-caprolactone-*co*-1,4,8-trioxa\[4.6\]spiro-9undecanone)-poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(ε-caprolactone-*co*-1,4,8-trioxa\[4.6\]spiro-9-undecanone); THF, tetrahydrofurane; CPT, camptothecin; HMSNs, hollow mesoporous silica nanoparticles; 2-ME, 2-methoxyestradiol; AMPEG, α-amino-ω-methoxypoly(ethylene glycol); IleOEt, L-isoleucine ethyl ester; GlyLacOEt, glycyl lactate ethyl ester; pH\*critical pH; PDMAEMA, poly(N,N'-dimethyl aminoethyl methacrylate); PMAA, poly(2-aminoethyl methacrylate); PEI, poly(ethylene imine); PDEAEMA, poly(N,N'-diethylaminoethyl methacrylate); PVAm, poly(vinylamine); PAAm, poly(acrylamide); P2VP, poly(2-vinyl pyridine); P4VP, poly(4-vinyl pyridine); PVI, poly(N-vinyl imidazole); P4V, poly(4-vinyl imidazole); PMAAc, poly(methacrylic acid); *n*BMA, *n*-butyl methacrylate; *t*-BMA, *tert-*butyl methacrylate; MMA, methyl methacrylate; nBA, *n*-butyl acrylate; AC, acryloyl chloride; PECA, poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(ε-caprolactone)-acryloyl chloride; IA, itaconic acid; MPEGMA, poly(ethylene glycol)-methyl ether methacrylate; SM, sulfamethasine; CT, computer tomography; PCLA, poly(CL-*co*-LA)-PEG-poly(CL-*co*-LA); PCLA-PUSSM, poly(urethane sulfide SM) and PCLA multiblock copolymer; SM-A, SM acrylamide; SMM, sulfide SM monomer; HDI, hexamethylene 1,6-diisocyanate; NIR, near-infrared radiation; ROS, reactive oxygen species; CORMs, carbon monoxide releasing molecules; qbt, 2-(quinolyl)benzothiazole; 4-vpy, 4-vinylpyridine; HEMA, 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate; UCNPs, up-converting nanoparticles; FITC-BSA, fluorescein isothiocyanate bovine serum albumin; SPIONs, superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles; HFMF, high-frequency magnetic field; AMF, alternating magnetic field; PEGDMA, poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate; TEGDMA, tetra(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate; GOX, glucose oxidase; MMPs, metalloproteinases; MIONPs, magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles; PQ GGGPQG↓IWGQGK, peptide fragment; PoC, Point-of-Care.
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[^1]: **Notes:** ^a^4,5 for primary and 6,7 for secondary amine groups. ^b^pK~a~ for ethylamine, analogue for PVAm. The PVAm behavior cannot be described by pKa.

[^2]: **Notes:** ^a^%cumulative release is strongly temperature-dependent. ^b^Depending on the MMP concentration.
